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put in phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation and Apr 26
2024

to include something in a letter story etc to interrupt another speaker in order to say something could
i put in a word speech but what about us he put in to officially make a claim request etc the company
has put in a claim for damages

put something in english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 25
2024

learn the meanings and usage of the phrasal verb put something in in different contexts such as fixing
offering including or doing see examples synonyms and translations of put something in

put in definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 24
2024

learn the meaning and usage of the phrasal verb put in with examples and synonyms find out how to
put in a request a remark time effort or a port

examples of put in in a sentence merriam webster Jan 23 2024

verb definition of put in synonyms for put in the men planned to put in hardwood flooring the next
day umar farooq propublica 28 dec 2023 all the people that god put in my life at just the right time
scott fowler charlotte observer 13 feb 2024 the case of mitchel and bonnie was again put in cold
storage

put in a definition meaning merriam webster Dec 22 2023

idiom to call someone on the telephone see the full definition put in a good word idiom to say
something good about someone see the full definition put in a plug for idiom to say something on the
radio on television etc in order to create interest in something such as a book movie or restaurant see
the full definition

put in definition meaning merriam webster Nov 21 2023

1 to make a formal offer or declaration of put in a plea of guilty 2 to come in with interpose put in a
word for his brother 3 to spend time especially at some occupation or job put in six hours at the office

put something in put something into something cambridge Oct 20
2023

put something in put something into something you ve obviously put a lot of work in on your
garden if i put in some extra hours spend some extra hours working today i can have some time off
tomorrow we ve put a lot of time and effort into mak ing the house look nice
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459 synonyms antonyms for put in thesaurus com Sep 19 2023

find 459 different ways to say put in along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

put in definition of put in by the free dictionary Aug 18 2023

1 to place in a specified location set she put the books on the table 2 to cause to be in a specified
condition his gracious manners put me at ease 3 to cause one to undergo something subject the
interrogators put the prisoner to torture 4 to assign attribute they put a false interpretation on events
5

put in in a sentence examples 21 ways to use put in Jul 17 2023

put in is a phrasal verb that can be used in various contexts to talk about inserting something into a
particular place or position here is a simple guide on how to use put in correctly in a sentence put in
is often followed by an object to indicate what is being inserted or placed for example please put in
the key into the door lock

put in definition meaning dictionary com Jun 16 2023

tr to devote time effort etc to a task he put in three hours overtime last night tr to establish or appoint
he put in a manager tr cricket to cause a team esp the opposing one to bat england won the toss and
put the visitors in to bat noun rugby the act of throwing the ball into a scrum discover more example
sentences

how to use put in a sentence exploring the word May 15 2023

in its most basic sense put refers to the action of placing or setting something in a particular position or
location for example she put the book on the shelf please put the dishes in the sink here put is used to
describe the physical act of placing an object in a specific place 2 to express or state

put grammar cambridge dictionary Apr 14 2023

from english grammar today the irregular verb put means move something into a particular place
the past simple form is put and the ed form is put she took off her coat and put it on the chair not she
took off her coat and putted where did you put my glasses put must have both an object and an
expression of place

put something in definition cambridge english dictionary Mar 13
2023

put something in phrasal verb with put verb us pʊt uk pʊt present participle putting past tense and
past participle put fix add to word list to puta large piece of equipment or system into a room or
building ready to be used i ve just had central heating a new kitchen put in smart vocabulary related
words and phrases
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put what it is and how it works in investing with examples Feb 12
2023

a put is an options contract that gives the owner the right but not the obligation to sell a certain
amount of the underlying asset at a set price within a specific time the buyer of a put

put in phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation and Jan 11
2023

to use or give money put something into doing something he s put all his savings into buying that
house put in at put into of a boat or its sailors to enter a port they put in at lagos for repairs opposite
put out to from topics transport by water c2 see put in in the oxford advanced american dictionary

put in definition in american english collins english Dec 10 2022

1 to enter a port or harbor 2 to enter a claim request etc 3 to interpose insert 4 informal to spend time
in a specified manner see full dictionary entry for put webster s new world college dictionary 4th
edition copyright 2010 by houghton mifflin harcourt all rights reserved word frequency put in in
american english a

put in a different form crossword clue wordplays com Nov 09 2022

the crossword solver found 30 answers to put in a different form 7 letters crossword clue the
crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword puzzles enter the length or
pattern for better results click the answer to find similar crossword clues enter a crossword clue sort
by length of letters or pattern

examples of put in a sentence yourdictionary com Oct 08 2022

sentences she put on her red dress 799 346 he put a spoon in her hand 538 285 the dog was put to
sleep 253 164 how do you put a price on this house 178 97 i want you to put money into this little box
during lent 288 211 the decision was put off till at least december 137 93 i am going to put you in the
academy there 87 46

put in synonyms 15 similar and opposite words merriam Sep 07
2022

put in verb definition of put in as in to plant to put or set into the ground to grow put in a crop of
winter wheat synonyms similar words relevance plant seed drill sow bed broadcast replant scatter
transplant pot reseed overseed antonyms near antonyms gather reap harvest thesaurus entries near
put in put forward
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